
By comparing generations of families of humans, plants and animals, I can begin to understand how characteristics are inherited.  

By exploring the characteristics offspring inherit when living things reproduce, I can distinguish between inherited and non-

inherited characteristics. 

Characteristic—A noticeable or distinguishing quality of someone or something.  

We all have characteristics - some are similar and some are different. 

I have brown hair and green eyes. Do you have these characteristics? 

List all the similarities and differences you share with people in your house. 

We inherit characteristics from our parents. 

Eye Colour, hair colour, height are all inherited characteristics. So are 

the size and shape of your ears and nose!  

I have attached ear lobes - do you share this inherited characteristic? 

Look closely at family members—which parts of you look similar and 

which are different… which have you inherited? 

Sometimes characteristics skip generations, so we may share some 
characteristics with grandparents or other relatives.  

My brother and sister both have red hair—they inherited this from my 
mum’s side of the family. 

Dig out the family albums. Do you share characteristics with your 
Auntie Senga? Have you the same nose as your great grandad? 

Write a report or make a poster to share what you found out. 

 

Match the people above according to similar characteristics.  

Get a family member to do the activity too. Now share your answers—did you agree?  

Did you look closely to check for similar and different characteristics? 



Now watch the TigTag film -   https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/film/reproduction-PRM00159/ 

Why do leopards always have spots and zebras always have stripes? 

It's all to do with reproduction. 

Reproduction 

Reproduction is when living things produce young, or offspring, to keep their species alive. 

 Poster: Create a pair of imaginary creatures and their offspring. These creatures are the same species, so they will 

need to share some specific features, but there may be variation in their colour, shape, length and size etc.  

Post your monster families on the blog so that we can all discuss their inherited characteristics.  

Try out these monster pairings first. What inherited features will their offspring share? 

Draw their offspring 

 

What would their offspring look 

like? 

What inherited characteristics 

would they share? 

If they each had two offspring 

what similarities and what differ-

ences would they have? 

 

Share your monster offspring on 

the blog. Did we all choose the 

same inherited characteristics? 

Remember we share similarities and differences with our brothers and sisters because of the characteristics we 

inherit. Sometimes we inherit different characteristics—these are called Variations. 

The picture shows a litter of eight-week 

old husky puppies. All of the puppies 

share the same parents.  

Look carefully at the picture and make 

two lists: one of traits that the puppies 

share (under the similarities heading), 

and one of ways in which the puppies 

are different from each other (under the 

differences heading).  

Discuss your observations. Post on the 

blog. 

 


